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Before we were editors
Reading reminds us of the importance of good writing
By KIM BERMAN
Before we were editors, we were writers. Before
we were writers, we were readers. I’ll admit it…I am
a voracious reader. There are no 12-step programs for
this condition, no vaccines or pills that will address the
symptoms, and no hypnosis or exercise programs to
help me through my need for a daily reading “ﬁx.” I
have resigned myself to the fact that I will never have
enough hours in the day to read or even enough shelf
space to hold all the books I treasure. Everything that I
read seems to further convince me of the importance of
good writing to the reader.
I started out my postgraduate life as a bench
scientist. I designed and implemented preclinical and
clinical trials in the pharmaceutical and biomedical
device industries, then wrote about the results when
these studies were done. The need for coherent and
concise writing in this area drove me to helping others
get their point across.
The Board of Editors in the Life Sciences certiﬁes
editors, we don’t try to build better writers; however,
an improvement in writing skills is often a side effect
of our work. We are often called into projects when
authors are confused about how to write about their
data, when journal editors are frustrated by the inability
of authors to coherently discuss their study ﬁndings,
or when publishers are drowning in inconsistencies in
presentation by book chapter authors. We “wave our
editorial wands” and address these problems, showing
these individuals how to more effectively or more
elegantly present scientiﬁc data to the reader.
When I accepted the presidency of BELS, I thought

about our organizational goals, how we hope to reach
them, and what the membership can do to help us get
there. After meeting with the Executive Council, talking
with BELS editors, and reading comments in our online
discussions, I see some things that we can implement to
work toward those goals during my tenure as president.
Over the next 2 years, I’d like for us to accomplish the
following:
• Revamp our Web site and newsletter, with a design
plan that presents a consistent public persona for BELS.
We are looking into using our Web site as a clearinghouse
for dues payment, annual meeting reservations, exam
applications, and member information updates. Having
members able to simply charge it, sign up for it, or
update information with no need for a mass mailing
to our members may make life a little easier for our
secretary (Mary Ann Schmidt, ELS), our registrars
(Leslie Neistadt, ELS, and Nathalie Bacon, ELS), and
our treasurer (interim treasurer Ms. Schmidt).
• Bring inactive BELS-certiﬁed editors back into
active membership. Norman Grossblatt, ELS(D) (our
master of all BELS-related activities), and I will be
soliciting help from the members in this search—
looking for those who have been inactive, ﬁnding those
with whom we’ve lost contact, and updating our records
regarding changes of address and retirements.
• Reach other life science specialty groups to
show them the value of BELS certiﬁcation. We have
a large contingent of members in the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology specialties, but I’d like to see greater
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Editing in cyberspace
Meeting deadlines while working in a virtual ofﬁce
By CAROL KAKALEC KOHN
Virtual: the “power of acting without agency of the
material part.” Without the material part. No place to
show up at 8 a.m., no I.D. badge, and no professional
wardrobe required.
I have worked in a virtual editorial department for 4
years, a job I found through a posting on the BELS Web
site. The company is NewsRx, an Atlanta, Georgiabased producer of medically related news information
for online and print newsletters and for distribution
through partnerships with major online information
services. NewsRx is my ﬁrst virtual experience, and
as our editorial staff has increased, I began to draw
on experiences gained in conventional ofﬁce settings,
determining what works and what doesn’t in the cyber
realm.
The editorial staff
The NewsRx editorial department comprises ﬁve
team editors, each working with three writer/editors,
and one on-call substitute editor. None of the editors
works in the Atlanta ofﬁce; they do their work in
their homes—at least I think they do. Each week, the
department produces more than 1600 brief, easily read
articles based on published research and press and
Internet news.
The department works this way: each Friday,
working ﬁles are electronically prepared by our IT staff
in Atlanta according to subject area. The ﬁles are placed
in individual editors’ folders on the FTP server late in
the afternoon.
The working ﬁle is the basis for the editor’s work
for the next week. Articles are edited for correctness
and formatted according to house style. The completed
ﬁle is submitted a week later to the team editor. The
team editor reviews the ﬁles of the three members of
his or her team and then forwards the edited ﬁles to a
staff member, who combines the ﬁles from all ﬁve team
editors and prepares the weekly database of articles.
These ﬁles are uploaded to the server, and the
Atlanta-based information technology wizards pluck

Thanks to NewsRx

BELS is grateful to NewsRx for its generous
ﬁnancial support of our annual meeting and dinner.
Thank you!
them down and prepare the articles for online and print
publication. This happens every week, 52 weeks a year.
For us, missing a deadline has dire consequences. We
know that the person responsible for the next step in the
process is somewhere drumming his or her ﬁngers, not
to mention the client at the end of the line.
Meeting deadlines
So what happens when someone “calls in sick” or
wants to go away for a few days? Actually, it doesn’t
usually cause us the same problem it could in an ofﬁce
setting, for a couple of reasons. First, the work is the
same each week; there are no unexpected deadlines,
we don’t have to worry about absent authors, and there
aren’t myriad meetings and phone calls to interrupt.
Then, editors have a full week plus two weekends to
complete the ﬁle. So, if one has a minor illness, he or
she can usually soldier on—in a bathrobe with a cup of
tea, if necessary. And the rest of the department doesn’t
have to worry about catching it!
Editors often work around vacations and trips by
preparing extra articles the week before or by taking
a laptop along. Because the work can be done at any
time—day or night—one may still be able to enjoy the
time away.
For anticipated and unanticipated situations, we
e-mail our on-call editor, who is available to ﬁll in as
necessary. We’ve had emergencies that take an editor
away without notice, but we’ve been fortunate to have
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BELS FOUNDERS—Five of the 12 founding members of BELS (all ELS diplomates) attended the annual
meeting May 22 in Atlanta, Georgia. From left are Norman Grossblatt, Carol Kakalec Kohn, Frances H. Porcher,
Martha M. Tacker, and Walter J. Pagel. Not present were Susan Eastwood, Gil C.R. Croome, Martha H. Brookes,
Barbara B. Reitt, Gillian Fansler Brown, John R. Gilbert, and Christy Wright (deceased).

—Editing in cyberspace—
work closely in the early weeks and be ready to act if
necessary. I need to sense whether an applicant sees
this as a real job, one to be undertaken seriously and
other staff who are willing to pitch in to ensure we meet done professionally. While sloppy work, excuses, and
our overall weekly quota.
complaints are warnings to any manager, I’ve found
those clues become critical in a virtual department,
The right person
especially if you have never met the employee face to
Not everyone is comfortable working without the face.
“material part,” so how do you ﬁnd the right person?
During the phone interview, I explain the work and
In a conventional ofﬁce you’d review the resume and the weekly process to the applicant. If I am interested, I
schedule an interview. We do the same, except the always offer a brief working ﬁle to allow him or her to
interview is by phone, and there is rarely a face-to-face give the editing a try.
meeting.
As director, I usually work with new editors
There are applicants who fantasize about working at through the ﬁrst few cycles. This gives me a chance
home—how wonderful it would be, how much freedom
they would have. So, I’ve had to hone my intuition,
learn to trust my instincts, and then watch a new editor’s
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Getting down to business
By MARY ANN SCHMIDT

The BELS annual business meeting and banquet was
held on Sunday, May 22, in the Baker Room of the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia. Polyxeni Potter,
ELS, did a splendid job of making the arrangements
for the dinner, which was attended by 31 members and
guests. NewsRx provided support for the banquet.
After dinner, outgoing President Walter J. Pagel,
ELS(D), said that we, as members, should spread
the word about BELS by letting others, especially
employers, know about BELS and the beneﬁts of
certiﬁcation and of hiring certiﬁed editors.
Mr. Pagel then introduced Kim Berman, ELS,
as our new president. He also mentioned that David
Galloway, ELS, was assuming editorship of The BELS
Letter; Nathalie A. Bacon, ELS, has agreed to remain
as registrar for the diplomate exam; and Mary Ann
Schmidt, ELS, has been elected to serve another two
years as secretary.
Ms. Bacon reported that, since July 2004, two
portfolios were submitted for inspection by the
diplomate examination committee. One failed, and the
second is in review.
Bethany S. Thivierge, ELS, submitted the treasurer’s
report, saying that we are in sound condition ﬁnancially.
Our bank balance is approximately $30,000, having
increased by $5,000, with total expenses of more than
$14,000.
Leslie E. Neistadt, ELS, certiﬁcation exam registrar,
said that 88 people took the certiﬁcation exam in the
past year and 60 (68%) passed. Seven people sat for the
exam in Atlanta, and another 115 are eligible to take
it. Upcoming exam sites include the American Medical
Writers Association annual meeting in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Melbourne, Victoria, Australia;
Washington, D.C.; Princeton, New Jersey; and Warsaw,
Poland.
Susan E. Aiello, DVM, ELS, the chairman of the
certiﬁcation examination development committee,
reported that 10 questions are coming up for review
by the executive committee. If these pass muster, they
can then be validated and incorporated into future
exams. The committee is looking into a new process
for question development, new strategies for question

development, and new questions in new areas. They
have already performed an analysis of the pre-exam
questionnaires and entered the information from all of
them into a database, which can be sorted on examinees’
names and scores.
Ms. Berman, as incoming president, celebrated Mr.
Pagel’s tenure as president and presented him with a
gift certiﬁcate from an orchid company. (His passion is
raising orchids.)
The dinner ended with a presentation by Carol
Kakalec Kohn, ELS(D), editor-in-chief and editorial
director of NewsRx and a founding member of BELS.
Her topic, “Editing in Cyberspace: The Virtual Editorial
Department,” expounded on the perils and beneﬁts
of producing weekly online health news, working
with many editors in several locations via electronic
submissions and communication. (See article on page
2.)
Other highlights of the Executive Council meeting
included the following:
• Ms. Neistadt asked for suggestions for places to
hold future exams. Perhaps the Midwest (Chicago?
Madison?).
• Ms. Berman will be the contact person for changes
to the executive committee and will circulate changes
to the Webmaster, secretary, and others as needed.
• We discussed expiration dates for elected and
appointed members of the EC. These will be included
in the next and subsequent issues of the membership
directory.
• Discussion ensued about how to handle the ofﬁce
of nominations and elections. It was decided that the
past president should chair this committee.
• The next agenda item concerned what to do
about the member and public relations committee(s).
Should it be one or two committees? We need to
think about who would be a good person to handle
this/these committee(s). Discussion ensued about
perhaps appointing an assistant to the member relations
committee chair (perhaps a newer member?) thereby
teaming a newer member with an older member to
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New BELS Letter editor needs your help
Beginning with this issue, The
BELS Letter is in the care of a new
editor.
David Galloway, ELS, has been
appointed Councilor for The BELS
Letter. Mr. Galloway is an associate
scientiﬁc editor in the Department
of Scientiﬁc Publications at The
University of Texas M. D. Anderson
Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.
Before joining the M. D. Anderson
staff in 2002, he spent 27 years in
newspapers and news Web sites.
As Mr. Galloway takes the helm
of The BELS Letter, he hopes for
help from BELS members to keep
the newsletter lively and useful.
Several members already have
made contributions, summarizing

discussion threads they started on
the BELS listserv. (Watch for the
ﬁrst of those in the next issue.)
One new column that debuts
in this issue is Nota bene (n.b.),
which appears on page 10. This
is where we will share news
about BELS editors, whether it is
notice of a recent publication, a
relocation, a retirement or anything
else signiﬁcant in the lives of our
members. Please e-mail your news
to BELSLetter@sbcglobal.net
Another feature Mr. Galloway
hopes to see in upcoming issues is
what he is currently calling “case
reports,” for lack of a better name.
Have you run into a unique editorial
problem that called for an interesting

or innovative solution? (Even if that
solution has not yet been identiﬁed,
it could be of interest to fellow
BELS editors.)
However, Mr. Galloway wants
to emphasize that his own ideas are
not the ideas that will make The
BELS Letter useful to you. He wants
to hear from the members.
One member has submitted an
essay he wrote for his ELS diplomate
certiﬁcation. (Watch for that in the
next issue. Hint: It will make you
think about how words are born.)
As editors, we learn things
every day. Please share by e-mail to
BELSLetter@sbcglobal.net, or call
Mr. Galloway at (281) 467-5557.

more or less break in the newer
member.
• The Canadian Editorial
Association approached Ms. Berman
about setting up a French-language
editing exam. She will contact folks
in other organizations about possible
interest in sponsoring exams.
• Ms. Kohn thought that our
checks should be signed by two EC
members and not just the treasurer.
Ms. Berman will contact Shirley
Peterson, ELS, about her experiences
as treasurer and about the debit card.
Ms. Schmidt will assume the dayto-day treasurer duties after the EC
received Ms. Thivierge’s resignation
from the ofﬁce.
• Special awards will be
awarded by the president at his or
her discretion and should not be an
automatic annual award.

Ms. Schmidt will be
responsible for assembling and
mailing out new member packets
to those who pass the certiﬁcation
exam. It was decided that she will
also be responsible for including the
BELS pins in these packets.
• Norman Grossblatt, ELS(D),
brought up the topic of “lost
members.” He suggested that a
listing be compiled that could be
divided among several volunteers
of the yet-to-be-organized member
relations committee so that they
could do online searches to try to
locate these folks.
• Suggestions made in the
ensuing discussion about how
to keep our supporting members
interested and involved with BELS
included: 1) a “tips” section in the
members-only portion of the Web
site; 2) an archive of the listserv
messages (Mr. Grossblatt has all
of the messages archived on his

computer if we need them). The
archive would need a moderator or
moderators, perhaps selected from
the volunteers identiﬁed in a recent
survey; and 3) links to various
informative sites, perhaps including
one to the Council of Science Editors
style guide (if it exists on the Web)
and the like.
• We talked about an
administrative guide—a listing
of the day-to-day duties and
responsibilities for each elected
ofﬁcer and appointed chair. These
descriptions could provide a
reasonably good picture of what
is involved with each ofﬁce for
potential future candidates or for
emergency substitutes in those
positions.
• A review of suggestions and
requests for Web site maintenance,
updating, etc., from Dawn McCarra
Bass, ELS, was quickly voted on
with a resounding “Yes!”

—Annual meeting—
•
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New members pass BELS examination
News BELS members include the
following:
• Exam 70 on May 15, 2004, in
Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada:
Rebecca M. Barr, ELS
3 Stuyvesant Oval, #7C
New York, NY 10009
Day: 212-726-9213
Eve: 212-473-4735
Fax: 212-696-9006
E-Mail: rmbarr@pipeline.com
Barbara Every, ELS
14 Gilmore Crescent
St. Albert, AB, Canada T8N 1B3
Day: 780-418-1969
Eve: 780-418-1969
Fax: 780-418-0052
E-Mail: barb@createdocs.ca
Anne Federer, MLS, ELS
478 Annapolis Court
Waterloo, ON, Canada N2K 4E8
Day: 519-884-6335
Eve:
Fax: 519-884-6880
E-Mail: afederer@ksi.ca
Susan McManus, MS, ELS
140 Malaspina Drive
Gabriola Island, BC V0R 1X1
Canada
Day: 250-247-7881
Eve:
Fax: 250-247-7861
E-Mail: smcmanus@islandnet.com
Hai L. Nguyen, MS, ELS
1120 NASA Parkway, Suite 310
Houston, TX 77058
Day: 281-333-0190, x37
Eve: 713-498-6072
Fax: 281-333-0192

E-Mail: hnguyen@futron.com
Rosalind Penty, ELS
1777 Lillian Road
Victoria, BC V8S 1L3 Canada
Day: 250-598-1737
Eve: 250-598-1737
Fax:
E-Mail: penty@islandnet.com
Barbara Tomlin, MA, ELS
3690 Emerald Drive
North Vancouver, BC V7R 3B8
Day: 604-983-9895
Eve: 604-988-7628
Fax: 604-983-0355
E-Mail: btomlin@shaw.ca
Anne L. Wenzel, ELS
3004 Lee Highway, #D333
Arlington, VA 22201
Day: 202-320-0997
Eve:
Fax:
E-Mail: alw@walrusworks.com
• Exam 71 on July 3, 2004,
in Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia:
Tim Badgery-Parker, ELS
PO Box 767
Broadway, NSW 2007
Australia
Day: 61-2-9659-2523
Eve:
Fax: 61-2-9659-2523
E-Mail: editor@bioscience-editor.
com
Anna M.L. Breckon, ELS
29 Tohunga Crescent, Parnell
Auckland 1001
New Zealand
Day: 64-9-630-9943, x4336

Eve: 64-9-373-5229
Fax: 64-9-631-0711
E-Mail: AnnaB@adhb.govt.nz
Amanda Caswell, MBBS, ELS
19 George Street
Marmng Point, NSW 2284
Australia
Day: 61-2-9902-7820
Eve: 61-2-4958-7854
Fax: 61-2-9902-7886
E-Mail: amanda.caswell@mims.
com.au
Robert J. Freeman, ELS
RMB 308A
Bridgetown, WA 6255
Australia
Day: 61-8-9761-2373
Eve:
Fax:
E-Mail: helcreek@iinet.net.au
Alexandra M. Holliday, ELS
6/2 Kurraghein Avenue
Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011
Australia
Day: 61-2-9261-9624
Eve: 61-414-662-574
Fax: 61-2-9267-4922
E-Mail: Alex.holliday@syd.occ.
com.au
Ann Munroe, ELS
54 Alameda Way
Warriewood NSW 2102
Australia
Day: 61-2-9979-7286
Eve:
Fax: 61-2-9979-7286
E-Mail: amunroe@optusnet.com.au
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—New members—
Evelyn Roberts, ELS
6 Birdwood Avenue
Winmalee, NSW 2777
Australia
Day: 61-02-9895-7526
Eve: 61-02-4754-5879
Fax:
E-Mail: evelyn.roberts@dipnr.nsw.
gov.au
Kathie Stove, ELS
PO Box 648
Penneshaw 5222
South Australia
Day: 61-8-8553-1353
Eve: 61-8-8553-1353
Fax: 61-8-8553-1355
E-Mail: kathie@inwriting.com.au
• Exam 72 on October 6 in
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada:
Kelly Bogh, ELS
37-385 Besserer Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1N 6B6
Day: 613-998-6913
Eve: 613-789-6531
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: kbogh@rogers.com
Linda Burr, MA, ELS
49 Belmont Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1S 0V2
Day: 613-990-7818
Eve: 613-730-7051
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: linda.burr@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
Judy Busnarda, MS, ELS
1864 Simard Drive
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1C 2P8
Day: 613-830-0797

Eve: 613-830-0797
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: judy.busnarda@nrc-cnrc.
gc.ca
Thad Costigan, ELS
973 Avignon Court
Orleans, Ontario, Canada K1C
2N4
Day: 613-990-8025
Eve: 613-590-7316
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: thad.costigan@nrc-cnrc.
gc.ca
Renee Dykeman, MA, ELS
1520 Bourcier Drive
Orleans, ON, Canada KIE 3J5
Day: 613-523-7877
Eve: 613-841-4871
Fax:
E-Mail: rdykeman@pharmacists.ca
Salinda Hess, PhD, ELS
1529 rue Sherbrooke ouest
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3G
1L7
Day: 514-932-9464
Eve: 450-491-5709
Fax: 514-932-5114
E-Mail: shess@snellmedical.com
Suzanne Kettley, ELS
1335 Avenue R
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1G 0C1
Day: 613-993-9088
Eve: 613-741-8907
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: suzanne.kettley@nrc-cnrc.
gc.ca
Patricia Lightfoot, DPhil, ELS
1867 Alta Vista Drive
Ottawa, ON, Canada K1G 3Y6
Day: 800-663-7336, X2108
Eve: 613-565-4978

Fax:
E-Mail: patricia.lightfoot@cma.ca
Linda Miland, ELS
1867 Alta Vista Drive, 3rd ﬂoor,
Pod
Ottawa, ON, Canada K1G 3Y6
Day: 613-731-8610, x2124
Eve: 613-737-9911
Fax: 613-565-5471
E-Mail: linda.miland@cma.ca
Jennifer L. McColl, ELS
2769 John Shaw Road
RRZ Kinburn, Ontario, Canada
K0A 2H0
Day: 613-993-4500
Eve: 613-839-0379
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: jennifer.mccoll@nrc-cnrc.
gc.ca
Jose Mari Perez, MS, ELS
Unit 712, 383 Cumberland Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1N 1J7
Day: 613-993-9094
Eve: 613-565-7400
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: jose.perez@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
Jacqueline Sedman, ELS
840 Montreal Road, Apt. 706
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1K
4W3
Day: 613-990-5963
Eve: 613-842-9425
Fax: 613-952-7656
E-Mail: jacqueline.sedman@nrccnrc.gc.ca
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—New members—
Caroline M. Simpson, ELS
812 Churchill Row
Fredericton, NB, Canada E3B 1P9
Day: 506-452-3542
Eve: 506-459-8485
Fax: 506-451-2574
E-Mail: csimpson@nrcan.gc.ca
• Exam 73 on October 20 in St.
Louis, Missouri:
Wendy Alexander-Adams, ELS
7730 Bagley Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98103
Day: 206-334-7879
Eve: 206-334-7879
Fax: 206-524-8997
E-Mail: wsalexa@comcast.net
Ann Ciemnoczolowski, MS, ELS
8632 East Amelia Avenue
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Day: 480-627-0641
Eve: 480-994-1907
Fax: 480-627-0641
E-Mail: ann.
ciemnoczolowski@caremark.com
Elizabeth Coons, MA/MPTW,
ELS
1710 Commonwealth Avenue, Unit
6
Brighton, MA 02135
Day: 617-277-1296
Eve: 617-277-1296
Fax:
E-Mail: ecoons@peoplepc.com
Mary Dornhoffer, ELS
6916 Westridge Road
Roland, AR 72135
Day: 501-868-8260

Eve: 501-868-8260
Fax:
E-Mail: dornhoffermaryk@uams.
edu
Carol Dyer, MS, ELS
75 Spring Avenue
Naperville, IL 60540
Day: 847-413-1445
Eve: 630-718-1819
Fax: 630-718-1819
E-Mail: cdyer@medlogix.org
David Galloway, ELS
1515 Holcombe Blvd., Unit 234
Houston, TX 77030
Day: 713-794-1106
Eve: 281-467-5557
Fax: 713-794-1370
E-Mail: dgallowa@mdanderson.
org
Kathryn Hedges, MA, ELS
9206 Fletcher Trace Parkway
Arlington, TN 38002-9201
Day: 901-273-2708
Eve: 901-388-7724
Fax: 901-751-3444
E-Mail: khedges@psychiatrist.com
Lori Keys, MPH, ELS
6529 28th Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Day: 206-282-7936
Eve: 207-526-2440
Fax: 206-282-7973
E-Mail: LoriAKeys@aol.com
Michael A. Nissen, ELS
1028 Dawes Street
Libertyville, IL 60048-3539
Day: 847-937-8944
Eve: 847-680-6732
Fax: 847-935-0535
E-Mail: Michael.Nissen@abbott.
com

Ruth M. Noland, PharmD, ELS
2513 SW Wintergreen Circle
Lee’s Summit, MO 64081
Day: 816-554-6062
Eve: 816-554-3591
Fax: 816-554-6062
E-Mail: ruth.mi@earthlink.net
Stephen Palmer, PhD, ELS
Texas Heart Institute, PO Box
20345
Houston, TX 77225-0345
Day: 832-355-8902
Eve: 713-796-2453
Fax: 832-355-3714
E-Mail: spalmer@heart.thi.tmc.edu
Walther Seiler, PhD, ELS
Schering
Medical Writing – Therapeutics
Schering AG - D13342
Berlin, Germany
Day: 49(30)468-12484
Eve: 49(30)300-24282
Fax: 49(30)468-12987
E-Mail: walther.seiler@schering.de
Ellen Taratus, MS, ELS
301 Broadland Road, NW
Atlanta, GA 30342
Day: 770-488-8522
Eve: 404-237-4990
Fax: 770-488-8635
E-Mail: eit3@cdc.gov
Sheryl Weinerman, ELS
333 North Oxford Valley Road,
Suite 404
Fairless Hills, PA 19030
Day: 215-949-0490
Eve:
Fax: 215-949-2594
E-Mail: Sweinerman@Pialtd.com
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—New members—
Fax:
E-Mail: jdarago@the-aps.org
Elizabeth A. Whann, ELS
8 Martins Lane
Berwyn, PA 19312-1214
Day: 610-363-1619, X130
Eve: 610-889-0436
Fax: 610-363-7410
E-Mail: bahrens@aya.yale.edu

Peggy Emard, ELS
PO Box 768
Greenwood, IN 46142
Day: 317-277-6277
Eve: 317-894-1853
Fax:
E-Mail: pegemard@aol.com

Jennifer E. Withers, ELS
7315 Rutgers Drive
Dallas, TX 75214
Day: 214-342-6170
Eve: 214-342-6170
Fax:
E-Mail: jenny_withers@sbcglobal.
net

Amy Plofker, ELS
111 Rice Avenue, Floor 1
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591
Day: 914-997-4016
Eve: 914-631-2554
Fax: 914-997-4010
E-Mail: amyplf@aol.com
Zachary Schwartz, MS, ELS

• Exam 74 on March 12 in
Boston, Massachusetts:
Lonnie K. Christiansen, ELS
30 Fair Street
Newburyport, MA 01950
Day: 978-465-8901
Eve: 978-465-8901
Fax: 978-465-8901
E-Mail: lkellerc@comcast.net
Gregory C. Cuca, MS, ELS
500 Montauk Drive
Westﬁeld, NJ 07090
Day: 732-594-2221
Eve: 908-233-2535
Fax:
E-Mail: gregcuca@yahoo.com
Jessica Darago, MA, ELS
822 South Arlington Mill Drive
#303
Arlington, VA 22204
Day: 301-634-7169
Eve: 301-738-4892

380 Stuart Street
Boston, MA 02116
Day: 617-406-4260
Eve: 617-441-4080
Fax: 617-406-4360
E-Mail: zschwartz@mc-comm.com

Oakland, California:
Jack Aslanian, MD, ELS
PO Box 10346
Oakland, CA 94610
Day: 510-452-1214
Eve:
Fax: 510-452-1214
E-Mail: jaclanian@earthlink.net
Sunny Bishop, MA, ELS
2322 Elena Lane
Carmichael, CA 95608
Day: 916-208-3908
Eve: 916-208-3908
Fax: 916-488-5827
E-Mail:
sunnybishop@SBtechComm.com
Jonathan H. Blanding, MS, ELS
104 San Benito Road
Brisbane, CA 94005-1610
Day: 415-567-5855
Eve: 415-567-5855
Fax: 415-468-1520
E-Mail: jhblanding@aol.com

Susan I. Spitz, MD, ELS
175 Christina Street
Newton, MA 02461
Day: 617-928-1292
Eve:
Fax: 617-928-1292
E-Mail: bostonsusan@aol.com

Diana Burke, RN, ELS
397 Mulqueeny
Livermore, CA 94550
Day: (moved recently)
Eve:
Fax:
E-Mail: dcburke@metavizn.com

Tracy Webb, PhD, ELS
16 Geneva Street
Salem, MA 01970
Day: 617-406-4284
Eve: 617-519-9827
Fax:
E-Mail: twebb@mc-comm.com

Krista L. Conger, PhD, ELS
124 Columbia Mountain Lane
Columbia Falls, MT 49912
Day: 406-892-2377
Eve:
Fax: 406-892-2676
E-Mail: kristac@nasw.org

• Exam 75 on April 9, 2005, in
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New column makes its debut

A new column debuts in this
issue of The BELS Letter.
Nota bene (n.b.) will present
notable items of personal interest
regarding our members. It will
highlight promotions, awards, and
publications that have brought
you kudos, afﬁliation changes,
relocation, retirement, or anything
else you would like to crow about to

Erratum
MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
Murray, Susan Gardner,
ELS (1997)
American Society of
Microbiology
1752 N Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-2904
Eve: 410-893-0813
microbiology, epidemiology,
public health

other BELS members.
To get this new venture moving,
however, we need the news!
If you have anything new in your
life that you would like to share with
fellow BELS members, please send
details to BELSLetter@sbcglobal.
net. Also, if you know of a modest
fellow member who would not sing
his or her own praises (but you
believe recognition is in order),
please provide the details. We will
contact the person to be sure he or
she is comfortable with publication
of the information before it is posted
in the next issue of The BELS
Letter.
Nota bene (n.b.)
Recently published articles by
members:
Berman K. Acknowledging a
biomedical communicator. AMWA
Journal. 2005;20:16-18.

The BELS Letter
The BELS Letter is published
quarterly by the Board of
Editors in the Life Sciences
(BELS). It is distributed to
all active members.
All article submissions and
queries regarding The BELS
Letter should be directed to:
David Galloway, ELS
Department of Scientiﬁc
Publications
Unit 234
The University of Texas
M. D. Anderson Cancer
Center
1515 Holcombe Blvd.
Houston, TX 77030
(281) 467-5557
BELSLetter@sbcglobal.net

—New members—
• Exam 76 on May 21 in Atlanta,
Georgia:
Jennifer A. Fissekis, MA, ELS
14017 Davenport Avenue
San Diego, CA 92129
Day: 858-780-9851
Eve: 858-780-9851
Fax:
E-Mail: jﬁsseki@optonline.net
Sharon Reynolds, ELS
336-1/2 Guerrero Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Day: 415-853-3932
Eve: 415-863-2545
Fax: 415-353-3686
E-Mail: reynolds@neurosurg.ucsf.
edu

Laura Brockway, ELS
901 S. Mopac Expressway
Building 5, Suite 500
Austin, TX 78746
Day: 512-425-5936
Eve: 512-247-7087
Fax: 512-425-5998
E-Mail: laura-brockway@tmlt.org
Tara Hun-Dorris, MMC, ELS
1579 Highway 96E
Youngsville, NC 27596
Day: 919-562-1194
Eve: 919-562-4936
Fax: 919-562-4936

E-Mail: tarahun@nc.rr.com
Jane Mitchell, ELS
982 Route du Versin
St Chef 38890
France
Day: 33-4-72-73-85-97
Eve: 33-4-74-92-53-68
Fax: 33-4-72-73-83-19
E-Mail: mitchell@iarc.fr
Gordon Rudy, PhD, ELS
1518 E. 59th Street, Apt. 3A
Chicago, IL 60637
Day: 773-702-2448
Eve:
Fax: 773-753-4247
E-Mail: grudy@press.uchicago.edu
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—Before we were editors—
were writers, we were readers. I heard someone once
say that writing was “building a place with words,”
but that editing took basic construction to the next
representation by members in the other life sciences. step—editing was “feng shui for words,” creating the
Suggestions of possible contacts can be directed to perfect environment that allowed the context to reach
my attention (skberman@earthlink.net). Also, if any the audience. Keep this in mind when you pick up a
members know of a group of life science editors who manuscript, open a document for online editing, or look
would be interested in staging an examination, they one last time at a book chapter before it goes to press.
should pass that information along to Leslie Neistadt.
We have the power to make words and ideas sing:
Before we were editors, we were writers. Before we Let’s use it!

—Editing in cyberspace—
to assess the work and the attitude and to provide
feedback and encouragement. It can be daunting for the
editor at ﬁrst, so we give him or her several cycles to
ramp up to the agreed-upon article quota. Once we are
both comfortable, the editor begins submitting weekly
ﬁles directly to his or her team editor. The team editor
provides quality control and oversight of the team.
Documents
We have developed several documents that help
ensure consistency across all articles. In addition to our
house guidelines, we have separate guides for editors
who work on primarily abstract-based articles and for
those whose articles are based on press information or
Internet news. As far as possible, given the different
areas covered, all editors refer to a common subject
heading list—these headings are used down the line as
search terms. As the science and information technology
ﬁelds change, so must the terms and language we use.
Therefore, the documents are regularly updated.
Now, in an ofﬁce setting, I could call a staff meeting
to distribute new information and discuss changes to
existing guidelines. I don’t have that opportunity, so I
put new or updated documents on the server and notify
the staff by e-mail. Almost all communication is done
electronically.

unﬁnished message that gets sent too soon (glorious
typos and all), the one that escaped without the mentioned
attachment, the one you might not have sent at all had
you taken time to count to 10. Communicating—not
just in writing, but in writing that must be done and
sent quickly—takes special attention. No one knows
that better than we.
In the virtual department, where you never meet
each other in person, it is particularly important to
have this skill as keen as possible. The message must
be clear, and direct—without ambiguity. Of course we
always think our e-mails are clear and direct, until we
get the reply—“Huh, you want me to do what?” Still,
it is our main tool for communicating and maintaining
relationships. This remote communication makes it
impossible, though, to gauge an employee’s reaction
from expressions and body language. Also, electronic
interactions can often take longer than the 5-minute
chat in the hall.
Virtual model
This model works well for NewsRx. Even with an
editorial staff spread from Seattle to Orlando and now
Nova Scotia, our turnover is low. In the past 6 months,
we added a new team of four. Some of our editors have
other clients and ﬁnd that this type of consistent project
ﬁts in well with their schedules. We are proud to have
ﬁve BELS editors in the department, and certiﬁcation is
always preferred when we hire.

E-communication
E-mail is no longer a communication option; to do Carol Kakalec Kohn, MS, ELS(D), is editor-in-chief
freelance work of any kind, one must be wired. We all and editorial director for NewsRx, based in Atlanta,
know the drawbacks of this quick communication—the Georgia.
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